Colon Carcinoma with Unusual Metastasis to the Esophagus Manifesting as Multiple Nodules and Dysphagia: Management with Systemic Chemotherapy
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Abstract
We present here the rare clinical case of a 44-year-old gentleman with metastasis from colon carcinoma to the esophagus presenting with multiple nodules and dysphagia, which was successfully managed with systemic chemotherapy. The patient presented at our institution with 3-month history of dysphagia almost 4 years after being operated for stage III carcinoma in the sigmoid colon. Endoscopic findings showed multiple nodules at the gastroesophageal junction and mid esophagus. Histological features and immunostains confirmed the diagnosis of metastatic colon carcinoma. Because of evidence of extensive metastatic disease in the spine and liver requiring systemic therapy, the patient was treated with chemotherapy with irinotecan and cetuximab, with subsequent improvement in tumor markers, liver metastasis and symptoms of dysphagia. Even though repeat endoscopy showed no improvement in esophageal nodules, the overall response to chemotherapy was positive. In conclusion, we present a very rare, previously unreported case of metastases from colon cancer to the esophagus presenting as non-obstructive nodules and dysphagia that responded to systemic chemotherapy.

Introduction
Esophagus is an unusual metastatic site for tumors originating from distant organs. Autopsy studies suggest an incidence rate of 3–6% of metastasis to the esophagus in patients dying of any type of cancer [1, 2]. Several case reports in the literature have
documented metastasis to the esophagus from a variety of primary tumor sites such as breast [1, 3–6], prostate [7], lung [1, 8, 9], liver [10], ovary [11], kidney [12] and rectum [13], with breast and lung being the most common. In addition, esophageal metastasis from colon cancer has also been described in one case who developed dysphagia due to esophageal stricture, which was successfully treated with surgical bypass and endoscopic prosthesis [14]. Here, we report the rare clinical case of a 44-year-old gentleman with metastasis from colon cancer to the esophagus in the form of multiple nodules presenting as dysphagia, which was successfully managed with systemic chemotherapy.

Case Report

We present a 44-year-old gentleman who experienced a change in bowel habits and felt a mass in the lower abdomen sometime in 2007. On colonoscopy, he was found to have malignant colon cancer in the sigmoid colon, which was surgically excised. He had 15 positive lymph nodes out of 18. With a stage III colon cancer diagnosis, he was started on adjuvant chemotherapy with leucovorin, 5-fluorouracil, oxaliplatin and bevacizumab. Unfortunately, after one cycle, the patient became extremely sick and decided not to pursue any further treatments.

In June 2008, the patient started experiencing some pain in the back, and on further evaluation was found to have a metastatic lesion to the T1 spine. On biopsy, this was confirmed to be a metastasis from the colon. He had resumed chemotherapy at that point, along with radiation therapy for palliation. Over the next 3 years he was treated with multiple modalities of chemotherapy, which included capecitabine, oxaliplatin and bevacizumab (Avastin), followed by irinotecan and panitumumab. This was followed by a clinical trial. Unfortunately, the patient had progressive disease in the retroperitoneal lymph nodes and subsequently developed liver metastasis.

By February 2011, the patient had developed right-sided numbness, with MRI showing a cerebral thrombotic stroke. Chemotherapy was discontinued and the patient was just observed for the next few months. He started experiencing more pain in the lower back area and was found to have a metastatic lesion in the L3–L4 vertebrae, which was also treated with palliative radiation, with significant improvement. The right-sided weakness improved as well over a period of time. In June 2011, his chemotherapy was resumed with leucovorin, 5-fluorouracil and oxaliplatin. A subsequent CT scan showed continued progressive disease in the liver as well as the retroperitoneal lymph nodes.

In October 2011, the patient started experiencing increasing difficulty in swallowing, mostly with solid foods. Upper endoscopy done at home showed only gastritis, with no evidence of any malignancy or esophagitis. The patient was treated with a high dose of pain medication for his abdominal and back pain, along with proton pump inhibitors, before he was seen at our institution in November 2011. A repeat upper endoscopy showed multiple non-obstructive nodules at the gastroesophageal junction (fig. 1) as well as more nodules in the mid esophagus. These nodules were biopsied. The pathology (histology and immunostains) confirmed these nodules to be metastasis from colon cancer (fig. 2). Because of evidence of extensive disease in the spine and liver requiring systemic management, the patient was treated with chemotherapy, which included irinotecan and cetuximab. After 3 cycles, the patient’s tumor markers improved and CT scan also showed improvement in liver metastasis. The symptoms of dysphagia also had significantly improved. Three months later, a repeat upper endoscopy continued to show the same nodules in the esophagus, unchanged from previous evaluation. At this point, it was decided to continue systemic chemotherapy, since the patient’s symptoms of dysphagia had significantly improved with the present treatment plan.
Discussion

It is extremely rare for colon carcinoma to metastasize to the esophagus. We report here a case of sigmoid carcinoma metastasizing to the esophagus in the form of multiple nodules presenting as dysphagia. The uniqueness of our case is that in spite of absence of an obstructive lesion (with only small and nodular lesions), the patient was symptomatic. Symptom relief in dysphagia was achieved by systemic chemotherapy. The reason for not considering any local treatment was the presence of metastatic disease. Even though repeat endoscopy showed no improvement, the overall response to chemotherapy was positive. Our case also demonstrates that with newer drugs for colon cancer, the survival for advanced cancer can be prolonged, with our patient doing fairly well 5 years after been diagnosed with advanced cancer.

It has been suggested that since most patients with metastasis to the esophagus already have metastasis to other areas, the treatment of choice is usually chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy [2]. However, when the primary tumor growth rate is suspected to be slow, an aggressive surgical approach could be the therapeutic procedure of choice [14]. In our patient, because of extensive metastatic disease, we chose systemic chemotherapy over local endoscopic treatment. In the lone published case report of esophageal metastasis from colon carcinoma, since the primary tumor had been well controlled for 2 years without any evidence of metastatic disease, the treatment of choice was surgical bypass [14].

Secondary esophageal involvement from primary tumors of distant origin occurs via lymphatics or the bloodstream [1]. Most commonly, the spread to the esophagus occurs in submucosal location with normal overlying mucosa, presenting in the form of an esophageal stricture [1]. In our case, the key endoscopic finding was the presence of multiple small nodules as opposed to a malignant stricture.

In conclusion, we present a very rare, previously unreported case of metastases from colon cancer to the esophagus presenting as non-obstructive nodules and dysphagia that responded to systemic chemotherapy. Dysphagia in a patient with known colorectal carcinoma should always trigger a full gastrointestinal work-up, including endoscopy and biopsy. The treatment approach is primarily dictated by the status of the primary tumor as well as the extent of the metastatic spread.
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Fig. 1. Endoscopy showing multiple non-obstructive nodules at the gastroesophageal junction.

Fig. 2. Microscopic image (10×) of the tumor showing overlying benign esophageal squamous mucosa with infiltrating intestinal-type adenocarcinoma lined by columnar epithelial cells with elongated cigar-shaped nuclei, with luminal dirty necrosis.
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